The Quality Group to deliver
the lottery operating system
for
Scottish
Children’s
Lottery
The Quality Group – Lottery Technology Systems GmbH (“TQGLTS”) is delighted to confirm that it has been selected as
provider of the lottery operating system for new charity
lottery, Scottish Children’s Lottery
The Scottish Children’s Lottery, to launch in October 2016,
will operate on the TQG-LotterySuite standard software, a
secure, high-performing and market proven lottery management
system.
The system manages the entire gaming
process; the calculation of operating
wins and the payouts to the players.
The TQG-LotterySuite is connected to
various external services, including
DataCash for payment transactions and
the CallCredit service for player identification.
Additionally, a range of e-instant games has been chosen and
will be integrated into the gaming experience. The system is
hosted by TQG-LTS in a UK based ISO27001 certified data
centre.
Commenting on the selection of TQG by Scottish Children’s
Lottery, Karsten Hagemeister COO and Head of Business
Development at TQG said: „We are very proud of how quickly
this project was realised by TQG-LTS, based on our standard
platform. Within the project, the standard software has been
updated to meet current British requirements. Additionally a
target-audience-specific user interface has been implemented

according to the TQG Responsive Design Frameworks in
accordance with the UK Gambling Commissions’ latest
requirements. This demonstrates our standard software approach
and its effectiveness – combining high quality and low costs,
in addition to rapid project realisation.”
John Catnach, Head of Technology, Scottish Children’s Lottery
said: “The TQG-LotterySuite guarantees a secure gaming
operation and an optimal customer approach. TQG really
understands lotteries and the implementation of the platform
for the Scottish Children’s Lottery was completed in a highly
professional manner. We look forward to working with TQG on
this exciting new venture.”
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For more information about new products like iLottery and
lottery central system, as well as the Innovation •
Performance • Quality of TQG LTS visit www.tqg-lts.com or
contact us directly:
The Quality Group GmbH
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Claudia Köhler
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DE-22087 Hamburg
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